Private Remote Sensing License: Public Summary

On April 17th the National Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Service of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”), an agency of the Department of Commerce, granted a license to Chandah Space Technologies, Inc. (“CST”) to operate a private, commercial, space based remote sensing system.

Through this license, NOAA has granted permission to CST to operate a geostationary, electro-optical imaging system that is capable of performing Consenting Non-Earth Imaging (NEI) operations enabling InsureSat to gather panchromatic and near-infrared images with a spatial resolution of 1 cm from a minimum collection distance of 5 km. Further CST is also licensed to perform Non-consenting NEI operations allowing collection of images with a size limit of detected objects of 3x3 pixels on the image focal plane, which must be gathered from 200 km above or below the geosynchronous orbit.
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